We present a time series of the highest resolution spectra yet published for the nearby Type Ia supernova (SN) 2014J in M82. They were obtained at 11 epochs over 33 days around peak brightness with the Levy Spectrograph (resolution R ≈ 110,000) on the 2.4 m Automated Planet Finder telescope at Lick Observatory. We identify multiple Na I D and K I absorption features, as well as absorption by Ca I H&K and several of the more common diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs). We see no evolution in any component of Na I D, Ca I, or in the DIBs, but do establish the dissipation/weakening of the two most blueshifted components of K I. We present several potential physical explanations, finding the most plausible to be photoionization of circumstellar material, and discuss the implications of our results with respect to the progenitor scenario of SN 2014J.
INTRODUCTION
Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia), the thermonuclear explosions of carbon-oxygen white dwarf stars, are powerful cosmological standardizable candles, but their progenitor scenarios and their explosion mechanisms are not yet well understood (e.g., Howell 2011). The common progenitor options include the double-degenerate (DD) scenario of two white dwarf stars, and the single-degenerate (SD) scenario of one white dwarf with either a red giant or main sequence companion. Constraints on the nature of dark energy from SNe Ia are currently limited by the systematic uncertainty in the calibration of SNe Ia. A physical understanding of SNe Ia would help address these systematic uncertainties, in particular the relative contributions of intrinsic SN Ia color and dust absorption along the line of sight, both from the interstellar medium (ISM) and, potentially, circumstellar material (CSM).
It is unlikely that a white dwarf would accrete all of the mass lost by its companion, and the remainder may enshroud the system as CSM. The amount, composition, and velocity of this material is dependent on the progenitor scenario. From an observer's perspective, this outflowing material would appear blueshifted and may be close enough to interact with the SN Ia ejecta, causing evolution in the narrow spectral features (e.g., of H, Ca, or Na). The first identified example of this was SN Ia 2006X, for which a complex of blueshifted Na I D lines was seen to evolve between −2, +14, and +61 days relative to maximum brightness (Patat et al. 2007) . The highest velocity components -the material most recently released and closest to the SN -were the first to show evolution. Two additional cases of time-variable Na were presented by Blondin et al. (2009) and Simon et al. (2009) , respectively for high-and low-extinction SNe Ia, both concluding the presence of CSM. Another recent example is the nearby SN Ia PTF 11kx, for which a time series of high-resolution spectra showing clear evolution in the blueshifted lines of Ca, Fe, He, and H painted a picture of the SN Ia progenitor star exploding into multiple shells of CSM (Dilday et al. 2012) .
In a compilation of high-resolution (R ≡ λ/δλ ≈ 30,000-50,000) spectra of 35 SNe Ia, Sternberg et al. (2011) show that narrow Na I D absorption lines are preferentially blueshifted, and that this is inconsistent with a random distribution of line-of-sight clouds; rather, it is better explained by the outflow of CSM from the progenitor system. Furthermore, Phillips et al. (2013) find that the visual extinction, A V , is better correlated with the equivalent width (EW) of the diffuse interstellar band (DIB) at 5780Å than with the EW of Na I D, indicating that not all of the Na I D absorption is caused by the ISM. Most recently, Sternberg et al. (2014) compile the largest sample yet of high-resolution spectra and find that ∼ 18% exhibit time-variable Na, indicating the presence of CSM.
Together, these studies suggest that CSM may be more common in SNe Ia than previously thought, which may explain why the total-to-selective extinction (R V ) derived from SN Ia light curves is sometimes significantly lower than common Milky Way sight-lines, especially for SNe Ia with high A V (e.g., Wang 2005) . These low R V , high A V SNe Ia exhibit high photospheric velocities more often than "normal" SNe Ia, and occur more often in the central regions of larger host galaxies, associating them with a younger, more metal-rich stellar population (Wang et al. 2013) . The latter suggests that they may have a different progenitor scenario, perhaps one more suited to the creation of CSM. However, this is a very tenuous connection to make, and recent work by Mandel et al. (2014) shows that the correlation between SN Ia color (i.e., R V ) and photospheric velocity is more likely to be caused by intrinsic color differences than by dust reddening. SN Ia spectra contain mostly broad features, upon which the relatively narrower absorption lines from the ISM are clearly seen. For this reason, bright SNe are very useful as probes of the extragalactic ISM (Rich 1987; D'Odorico et al. 1989; Steidel et al. 1990; Sollerman et al. 2005; Patat et al. 2010; Welty et al. 2014; Ritchey et al. 2014) . For example, spectra of SN 1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) marked the first detection of Li, Ca, and K in an external galaxy's ISM, revealed a different Na I to Ca II ratio than for the Milky Way, and provided a large collection of DIB observations (Vladilo et al. 1987a,b) . Additionally, evolution in the EW of Na I D absorption components could be used to constrain the sizes of clouds in the ISM as the SN photosphere expands behind them, as detailed by Patat et al. (2010) .
SN Ia 2014J was discovered in the dusty irregular galaxy M82 in mid-January 2014. With a discovery magnitude of R = 10.5 and a distance of just ∼ 3.5 Mpc, SN 2014J was accessible to a wider variety of telescopes and instruments than most SNe. Initial observations found that SN 2014J exhibited high-velocity spectral features (v 16,000 km s −1 ) and significant extinction (A V = 2.5 ± 1.3 mag; Goobar et al. 2014 ). This makes SN 2014J a useful case study for potential CSM and as a probe of the ISM of M82. In light of this, here we present a time series of high-resolution spectra obtained with the new Levy Spectrograph on the Automated Planet Finder at Lick Observatory (Vogt et al. 2014) .
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we begin with a review of what has been published so far about SN 2014J. We present and analyze the new observations in § 3, including multiple resolved velocity components of the Na I D and K I lines, the Ca II H&K lines, and multiple DIBs. Section 4 discusses the implications of our observations for SNe Ia and summarizes our conclusions.
THE TYPE IA SUPERNOVA 2014J
SN 2014J was discovered (Fossey et al. 2014) in images taken on 21.8 January 2014 (UT dates are used throughout this paper), and classified as a Type Ia SN ∼ 1 week before peak brightness with a spectrum taken on 22.3 January 2014 (Cao et al. 2014) . Early observations revealed SN 2014J to be highly reddened and extinguished, with deep Na I D absorption, and a member of the high-velocity subgroup based on its Si II λ6355 absorption line (up to 20,000 km s Within a week of discovery the first papers about this remarkable SN Ia were released. Zheng et al. (2014) present prediscovery photometry of SN 2014J, showing that its brightness rise is best fit with a varying power law (whereas most early-time SN light curves are assumed to be ∝ t 2 ), and constraining the time of first light to 14.75 January 2014. Their paper also presents the first optical spectrum of SN 2014J, demonstrating its Type Ia classification. Goobar et al. (2014) present early-time data showing that SN 2014J is spectroscopically normal but highly reddened by host-galaxy dust, and that the absorption lines of Na I D, Ca II H&K, and the DIB at 5780Å do not exhibit any evolution in EW. They also find that the EW of the DIB at 5780Å is 0.48 ± 0.1Å, which via the relation established by Phillips et al. (2013) 6 indicates an extinction of A host = 2.5 ± 1.3 mag. Amanullah et al. (2014) present Hubble Space Telescope (HST) multi-band photometry of SN 2014J, and show that it reached a peak B-band magnitude on 1 February 2014. With their ultraviolet, optical, and infrared data they confirm a total-to-selective extinction ratio of R V = 1.4 ± 0.1, and rule out the typical Galactic value of R V ≥ 3.1. A low value of R V could be caused by smaller dust grains along the line of sight to SN 2014J. This would agree with the results of Kawabata et al. (2014) , whose optical spectropolarimetry shows that the dust grains in M82 are likely smaller than those in the Milky Way (as has been noted for other extinguished SNe Ia). Amanullah et al. (2014) also find that a powerlaw extinction, which is expected in the scenario where a dusty circumstellar environment causes multiple scatterings of the light (e.g., Wang 2005) , agrees well with their observations. This conclusion of circumstellar dust is supported by the work of Foley et al. (2014) , who combine photometry, HST ultraviolet to near-infrared spectra, and a time series of high-resolution spectra to show that the reddening and extinction observed for SN 2014J stem from a ∼ 50/50 combination of typical dust and scattering in the circumstellar medium. They find no evidence for evolution in the components of Na I D, K I, or the DIBs in their spectroscopic time series. However, Patat et al. (2014) show that the continuum polarization in SN 2014J is aligned with the local spiral structure of M82, and that the line-of-sight dust is most likely interstellar small grains, not circumstellar material.
Limits on the density of circumstellar material from Xray and radio nondetections are presented by Margutti et al. (2014) and Pérez-Torres et al. (2014) , respectively. In both cases, the CSM expected from most SD scenarios is ruled out. In the DD scenario where a white dwarf binary is surrounded by a uniform CSM, its density is limited to 1.0 cm −3 within radius R = 1.6 × 10 17 cm. They also limit the mass-loss rate from a putative companion to < 10 −9 M ⊙ yr −1 (assuming the mass-loss rate is constant over time). For comparison, radio limits for SN 2006X constrain the mass-loss rate to < 10 −8 M ⊙ yr −1 , yet the evolving Na I D clearly indicates that CSM for the progenitor system was still detected (Patat et al. 2007) . A recent analysis of Spitzer Space Telescope mid-infrared observations of SN 2014J similarly rules out the presence of CSM within ∼ 10 17 cm (Johansson et al. 2014 ). Six epochs of high-resolution (R ≈ 30,000) optical spectra bracketing the time of peak brightness were obtained and examined in tandem papers by Welty et al. (2014) and Ritchey et al. (2014) . These works catalog and analyze the complex of absorption features along the line of sight to SN 2014J. They note that the bulk of the H I emission (from radio data) along the line of sight to SN 2014J is at a velocity of ∼ −70 km s −1 with respect to the rest frame of M82, and optical spectra presented by Westmoquette et al. (2009) shows that the approaching side of the disk of M82 is southwest of its center. This means that SN 2014J is on the approaching side of the disk. Welty et al. and Ritchey et al. model the absorption features as multiple components with a velocity resolution of ∼ 9.5 km s −1 , and find that compositional diversity between dust clouds in M82 can be broadly categorized in two groups: molecular gas that may be significantly shielded or experiencing a weaker radiation field, and atomic gas with either less shielding or a stronger ambient radiation field. The molecular gas has velocities from −70 to −157 km s −1 with respect to the rest frame of M82 (consistent with the bulk of H I), while the atomic gas is > −70 km s −1 . Welty et al. and Ritchey et al. find no evolution in any absorption feature over their time series of spectra.
Constraints on the progenitor scenario are provided by studies of pre-SN archival images of M82. Kelly et al. (2014) present archival HST images and Keck AO images to constrain the magnitude of a potential progenitor binary companion star, and are able to rule out a bright red giant or a cool He star companion. Nielsen et al. (2014) use archival Chandra data to show that the SD scenario including a unobscured supersoft X-ray source progenitor is not favored.
The emerging picture is of SN 2014J as a high-velocity SN Ia, extinguished and reddened by a diverse collection of intervening material along the line of sight. Pre-SN observations, and upper limits from nondetections of SN 2014J in radio and X-ray data, mostly rule out the predicted direct signatures of CSM from the SD progenitor scenarios. However, contributions from both ISM and CSM are inferred from the low value of R V derived from SN 2014J observations, which could indicate either smaller dust grains in M82 or a dusty CSM causing multiple scatterings of the light. Evolution in the spectral absorption features that would indicate an interaction between the SN ejecta and the CSM, and thus be direct evidence of CSM physically associated with the progenitor system, have not yet been found.
ANALYSIS OF THE APF SPECTRA OF SN 2014J
We observed SN 2014J on 11 epochs over 33 days between 22 January 2014 and 24 February 2014 with the 2.4 m Automated Planet Finder (APF) telescope at Lick Observatory. The APF hosts the Levy Spectrograph, a high-resolution optical echelle spectrograph with R(5500Å) ≈ 110,000 for a slit width of 1 ′′ (Vogt et al. 2014) , which is a velocity resolution of ∼ 3 m s −1 . Although this is remarkably high resolution for observations of a supernova, our data do not set the record -Pettini (1988) present R ≈ 600,000 spectra over Na I D for SN 1987A from the Anglo-Australian Telescope. The observation dates, phase of SN 2014J, and exposure times for each spectrum are listed in Table  1 . In this work we use the date of B-band peak brightness reported by Foley et al. (2014) , 2 February 2014.
To the spectral orders containing the Na, Ca, and K lines we apply a wavelength calibration and correct for barycentric velocity before converting to the rest frame of M82 using a recession velocity of v rec = 203 km s −1 . The features of a SN Ia spectrum are too broad for measuring the peculiar velocity of SN 2014J within M82, and so instead we work in the rest frame of M82. For the orders containing the identified DIBs, we have not found that it is necessary to do a precise wavelength calibration because we are mainly interested in their EW (the precise calibration is very time consuming as it must be done manually using night-sky lines, and we avoid it when possible). The flux in each spectral order is highly blazed, and in lieu of deblazing the spectra we present continuum-normalized fluxes, sufficient for our analysis. The spectral orders containing the Na and K lines have contributions from atmospheric absorption lines of H 2 O or O 2 , which we fit and remove using a similar method to that presented for SN 2011fe by Patat et al. (2013) .
In the following sections we present and analyze the absorption lines for Na, Ca, K, and a few DIBs. There are several atomic and molecular interstellar lines commonly seen and analyzed in other publications with highresolution spectroscopy that our observations do not cover. In particular, our spectra do not extend sufficiently blue to see Ti II λ3383.76 or the molecular lines of CN, for which the band head is at 3883.4Å. The rotational bands of CH + are at micron wavelengths, also not covered by our data. The second line of the potassium doublet K I λλ7664.90, 7698.96 unfortunately falls into a gap between orders. We see no evidence of the DIBs at 4428Å and 6379Å, which have been reported in other publications. The Li I λ6707 line detected by falls at the very edge of an order, where the flux is low, and we do not see this feature. Finally, we do not find any evidence of the hydrogen Balmer lines.
3.1. Sodium: Na I D In the top frame of Figure 1 we show the time series of high-resolution APF spectra around the wavelengths of Na I D. As in Goobar et al. (2014), we identify two Galactic absorption components, labeled "MW" (Milky Way) in Figure 1 : a deeper component at v ≈ 0 and a shallower one at v ≈ −50 km s −1 (in the observer's frame; −203 and −253 km s −1 in the M82 rest frame used in Figure 1) . The component at 0 km s −1 appears to vary, but this represents the difficulty in subtracting the strong atmospheric sodium emission at 0 km s −1 ; scattering of light from low-pressure sodium lamps in cities near Lick Observatory is variable. Further evidence of this is visible in the noisy residuals at the edges of the line. The extreme saturation of the Na I D feature was expected from the severe host-galaxy reddening and extinction observed for SN 2014J in low-resolution spectra. We iden- tify 10 nonsaturated components, numbered in Figure 1 , and we list their wavelengths and velocity relative to the rest frame of M82 in Table 2 . The components span a total velocity range of 183 km s −1 . All Na I D absorption components could be consistent with dust clouds along the line of sight in the ISM of M82. Optical spectroscopy with Gemini's Integral Field Unit (IFU) of M82 has shown that the approaching side of the disk is to the southwest of the center, which is the region in which SN 2014J is located (e.g., Figure 18 Westmoquette et al. 2013) , which corresponds to the center of the saturated component in our spectra and the bulk of the H I emission at radio wavelengths presented by Ritchey et al. (2014) . In the case of SN 2014J, it seems that the blueshifted Na I D absorption complex is consistent with expectations for the ISM of M82, but blueshifted Na I D with velocities −50 to −200 km s −1 has also been associated with SN Ia CSM, originating as material released from the progenitor system and/or swept up ISM (e.g., Sternberg et al. 2011; Maguire et al. 2013) . Although commonly attributed to the SD system, Shen et al. (2013) have shown that blueshifted Na I D is also a natural byproduct of a He WD companion in the DD scenario.
Is this Na I D line representative of the ISM of M82, the CSM of SN 2014J, or both? In none of the IFU data presented by Westmoquette et al. (2013) is the Na I D line saturated like it is for SN 2014J, which may indicate a "special" sightline (i.e., contaminated by extra material such as CSM). Here we look for additional evidence that these components might be associated with the CSM of SN 2014J. First, we note that the components nearest to the rest wavelength of M82, #8 and #9, have a full width at half-maximum intensity (FWHM) of 4-5 pixels. This is significantly narrower than two of the most unblended and unsaturated blueshifted lines, #3 and #7, that have a FWHM of 7-8 pixels. Owing to blending, it is difficult to determine a distribution of line widths, but it appears that the gas which creates the blueshifted absorption components is different from that near the rest frame of M82. This agrees with the interpretation of two broad types of ISM in M82 containing molecular and atomic gas, the former blueshifted with respect to the rest frame of M82 .
Second, we look for evidence of evolution in the absorption features. Our final spectrum was obtained ∼ 40 days after explosion; ejecta material traveling at typical SN Ia speeds of 10,000 km s −1 would encompass a 3.5 × 10 15 cm radius by then. If any of these components are within that distance, we should see changes to both Na I D lines. In the bottom panel of Figure 1 we plot flux residuals from the median spectrum, which was created by taking the median flux over all epochs at each wavelength. We note that larger residual fluxes are seen at the wavelengths of nonsaturated sodium features -but is this consistent with the uncertainty in our measurements, or representative of real physical evolution in the line-ofsight material? If the variation in absorption-line flux is caused by physical evolution in the line-of-sight material, we would expect both the Na I D1 and D2 components to vary in a consistent, monotonic fashion. In Figure  2 we present the pseudo-equivalent width (pEW 7 ) as a function of time for four of the most unblended Na I D lines, #2, 3, 7, and 8 in Table 2 . None of these show a consistent evolution in the pEW that would indicate a physical change related to the supernova. Three qualities immediately jump out of Figure 3 . First, the saturated feature of Na I D is not saturated in K I. The K I complex clearly has multiple components with a velocity spacing of 10-20 km s −1 that extend up to ∼ −150 km s −1 , matching the Na I D very well. This velocity range also agrees with previous observations of CSM (e.g., ∼ 100 km s −1 for SN Ia PTF 11kx; Dilday et al. 2012 ) and expectations from theoretical models (e.g., ∼ 100 km s −1 ; Shen et al. 2013) . Second, the absorption line at the rest wavelength of M82 is relatively much less significant, almost nonexistent, for K I compared to Na I D. The relative depths of the blueshifted components of K I are similar to their corresponding velocity component in Na I D, suggesting a different composition between the material in the rest frame of M82 and the blueshifted material. This was also presented by Ritchey et al. (2014) . Third, consistent and monotonic evolution appears in the most blueshifted features of K I, in particular the v ≈ −144 and v ≈ −127 km s −1 components. True evolution in the most blueshifted features of K I would be a remarkable claim, and we must meticulously assess whether this observation is real, an artifact of the Table 2 . Bottom: Residuals from the median spectrum, which was created using all epochs. Light-gray background marks atmospheric H 2 O (width 0.15Å) and darker gray marks Galactic sodium (width 0.5Å). Larger residuals from the median spectrum appear to correlate with nonsaturated sodium features.
data-reduction process, or related to atmospheric phenomena. We have examined the two-dimensional images and find no nearby atmospheric emission lines that may introduce variation during sky subtraction (e.g., such as in the v ≈ 0 km s −1 Galactic component of Na I D in Figure 1 ). This region of the spectrum is noisier than that of Na I D, and the features of K I are not as clearly static as those of Na I D, but none of the others exhibit such consistent and monotonic evolution as the two most blueshifted features. In the one-dimensional spectra shown in Figure 3 , the region between the two most blueshifted lines also varies, perhaps indicating a problem with the continuum normalization at K I. These blueshifted lines are also close to large subtracted telluric features. For these reasons, in Figure 4 we plot the time series of one-dimensional spectra prior to the telluric subtraction, continuum normalization, and barycentric velocity correction (i.e., sky subtraction only).
At the top of Figure 4 we show, for comparison, an APF spectrum of ISM standard star HR6786 and a synthetic O 2 spectrum . Vertical lines mark the positions of two subtle telluric lines, and the upward arrow points to the expected position of the most blueshifted line (v ≈ −144 km s −1 with respect to the rest frame of M82; the arrow moves right for successive epochs due to barycentric velocity). In the earliest phases, the Table 2 ). Open and filled symbols represent Na I D1 and Na I D2, respectively. Horizontal bars mark the average uncertainty in pEW over all measurements. None of these lines shows significant or consistent evolution for both Na I D components in our time series of spectra.
relative contributions from the small telluric line and the feature at v ≈ −144 km s −1 at the position of the arrow are unclear. By 5 February 2014 that feature is distinctly removed from the telluric, and by 17 February 2014 it appears to have dissipated almost entirely. Although the strengths of atmospheric lines can vary site to site and night to night, the telluric line at this position is expected to be much smaller than the K I absorption feature. To assess potential night-to-night variations in that region, we examined the spectra of standard stars taken on the same night as our data, but they all appear very similar to HR6786.
There are two possible observational interpretations for the most blueshifted (v ≈ −144 km s −1 ) component of the K I line. (1) It does not exist, and our observations are instead a combination of an unexpectedly strong telluric feature in the first ∼ 4-5 epochs and noise in the remaining epochs. (2) It has dissipated over time between 22 January 2014 and 24 February 2014, corresponding to phases −11 and +22 days with respect to peak brightness (or +8 and +41 days since "first light" as defined by Zheng et al. 2014 ). Regarding option (1), we point out that there are two potential physical reasons why this component may exist in Na I D but not K I: (1a) the absorbing material is similar to that creating the v ≈ 0 km s −1 component, which does not appear to be significant in K I either (Figure 3) , or (1b) the material is circumstellar and its potassium has experienced photoionization or collisional ionization within the first 8 days after explosion. However, we judge option (1) to be less likely, given the relative weakness of the interloping telluric line and strength of this component in Na I D.
We find that option (2), true dissipation of the feature, to be more likely -especially given the partial dissipation of the second-most blueshifted (v ≈ −127 km s −1 ) feature (compare with the v ≈ −122 km s −1 feature), at a position where no telluric contamination is expected. Furthermore, it is important to note that we cannot For comparison, the dotted spectrum along the top of the plot shows the Na I D1 absorption feature, matched to K I in velocity space. In the top plot, the time series progresses from black through purple, blue, green, yellow, and orange to the red line. In this we see consistent evolution (shrinking) of the absorption lines at v ≈ −144 and −127 km s −1 . The dissipation of these lines is clearer in the bottom plot, where we have grouped the spectra by date into five epochs (colored lines) and zoomed in on the most blueshifted features to show the evolution in average continuum-normalized flux.
rule out a small change of ∼ 10 mÅ in the corresponding Na I D component (see the pEW evolution of the v ≈ −143 km s −1 component of Na I D in Figure 2 ). The initial pEW of the v ≈ −144 km s −1 feature in K I is ∼ 30 mÅ, and so a physical process that affects 1 Na I atom for every 3 K I atoms may be plausible. Here we consider three potential physical explanations for our observations: photoionization of CSM by SN near-ultraviolet (NUV) radiation, collisional ionization of CSM by SN ejecta, and transverse motions perpendicular to our line of sight to SN 2014J.
Photoionization -Could this evolution in K I represent ionization by photons from SN 2014J? The ionization energies for these two species are similar, E(Na I) = 5.14 eV and E(K I) = 4.34 eV (Kramida et al. 2013) , and the wavelengths of the ionizing photons are λ(Na I) ≈ 2400Å and λ(K I) ≈ 2850Å. In the case where material is ionized by NUV photons from SN 2014J, it is important to note that the NUV spectra of SNe Ia can be quite steep. For example, at a phase of −10 days with respect to peak brightness, the NUV spectrum of SN Ia 2011fe exhibited a factor of ∼ 12.5 more flux at λ ≈ 2850Å than at λ ≈ 2400Å 8 . Two caveats here are that (1) this difference decreases to a factor of 3.3 by the time of the light-curve peak, and (2) the presence of a high photospheric velocity in SN 2014J may indicate that its NUV spectrum differs from that of SN 2011fe (Milne et al. 2013) . The intrinsic NUV behavior of SN 2014J is difficult to derive because it depends on the true value of R V (e.g., Foley et al. 2014 ). Here we use the NUV spectra of SN 2011fe from Mazzali et al. (2014) to examine whether it is feasible that K I is ionized by photons from SN 2014J, when none or only a small amount of Na I is. The cumulative number of photoionizations that have occurred of species X by time t ′ , P X (t ′ ), is given by
where f λ (λ, t) is the time series of observed spectral flux at Earth in erg s −1 cm −2Å−1 (dereddened and deredshifted into the rest frame), λ I is the wavelength of a photon at the ionization energy for species X inÅ, D is the distance to the SN from the Earth in cm, R is the distance to the material from the SN in cm (from the center of the SN, not the photosphere), t 0 is the explosion time and t is in seconds, α X is the photoionization cross section for species X in cm 2 , and N X (t) is the evolved column density of neutral species X at time t in cm
We estimate the column density, N K , of K I for the v ≈ −144 km s −1 component for which pEW ≈ 30 mÅ by assuming this cloud is in the linear regime of the curve of growth, and find N K ≈ 8 × 10 10 cm −2 . This agrees with Ritchey et al. (2014) , who find N K ≈ 5 × 10 10 cm −2 from a stack of their data (in which this component is not resolved and no evolution is detected), and that this same velocity component has N Na ≈ 28.5 × 10 11 cm −2 . We use approximate cross sections α K ≈ 0.2 × 10 −18 cm 2 and α Na ≈ 0.1 × 10 −18 cm 2 (e.g., Saha et al. 1988; Yeh & Lindau 1985; Zatsarinny & Tayal 2010) . In lieu of an intrinsic NUV spectrum for SN 2014J, and because Amanullah et al. (2014) have shown the intrinsic light curve of SN 2014J to be very similar in width and peak brightness to that of SN 2011fe, for f λ (λ, t) we use the time series of HST NUV spectra for SN 2011fe from Mazzali et al. (2014) and D = 6.4 Mpc.
In Figure 5 we plot P K /N K and P Na /N Na around the time of light-curve peak, as a function of the distance between SN 2014J and the absorbing material. Distances for which we see significant photoionization for K I but not Na I are ∼ (1-3) ×10
19 cm, or ∼ 3-9 pc. Unlike collisional ionization, this does not violate the limit of ∼ 10 17 cm (Margutti et al. 2014; Pérez-Torres et al. 2014; Johansson et al. 2014 ), but it is not unambiguously close enough to be physically associated with the progenitor system and considered CSM (e.g., < 0.5 pc). At this distance, the material is not ionized by the shock breakout radiation, which has a significantly harder spectrum than the SN Ia (i.e., a blackbody with T = 2×10 8 K) but a vastly lower total energy output of only 10 40 -10 44 erg (e.g., Höflich & Schaefer 2009; Piro et al. 2010) . The rate of radiative recombination is long enough that we have neglected it is this calculation.
Although a smaller fraction of the Na would be photoionized in this scenario (e.g., ∼ 20% at ∼ 1.5×10
19 cm), this would still be a significant amount of material -a higher total number of ionized atoms than K. We do not see a ∼20% reduction in the pEW of this velocity component of Na I, which suggests that either our interpretation is incorrect or that this component of Na is not on the linear part of the curve of growth. Given the depth of the line and the saturation of many other components of Na, we consider the latter quite plausible. While our estimated distances are not quite low enough to declare this material circumstellar, we point out that only the scenario of CSM photoionization naturally explains why only the two most blueshifted components show evolution: the fastest-moving CSM is closest to the explosion, not yet decelerated by the ISM, and experiences a sufficiently strong radiation field. As a final note, we point out that there is precedence for a stronger effect of photoionization in K I: Patat et al. (2011) show that during an outburst of the recurrent nova system RS Oph -an example of a potential progenitor system for SNe Iathe K I absorption lines show a considerably faster decline in their equivalent width than the Na I or Ca II.
Collisional Ionization -If this evolution in K I stems from collisional ionization by high-velocity ejecta moving at v ≈ 15,000-20,000 km s −1 and reaching the CSM at ∼ 10-15 days after explosion, then the CSM material is ∼ 1.3-2.6 ×10 10 km away from the explosion. This is closer than the closest material in the CSM of SN PTF 11kx, which was at ∼ 1 × 10 11 km, significantly closer than expected for swept-up ISM in the DD models ( 3 × 10 12 km; Shen et al. 2013) , and in violation of the CSM limits from infrared and radio observations (e.g., > 10 17 cm away: Margutti et al. 2014; Pérez-Torres et al. 2014; Johansson et al. 2014) . Most importantly, collisional ionization of the v ≈ −144 km s −1 material would certainly be seen with equal strength in the Na I D component. For these reasons, we reject the possibility that we are seeing physical interaction between the ejecta and CSM.
Transverse Motion -Here we assume that all of the absorption features are caused by clouds of ISM. In this scenario, could SN 2014J and an ISM cloud have a sufficiently large relative peculiar velocity to change the column density of K along our line of sight? Over the 30 days of our observations, relative peculiar velocities of 80-200 km s −1 could move our line of sight (2-5) ×10
8 km, or several AU, through a cloud. This would imply a very large density variation over a very small region, commonly referred to as tiny scale atomic structure (e.g., Heiles 1997). However, we would not expect a peculiar velocity effect for the most blueshifted (i.e., highest radial velocity) components; assuming the absorbing clouds are circularly rotating in the disk of M82, the most blueshifted clouds would be in the center of the disk and have the smallest relative peculiar velocities. But if the sightline to SN 2014J has shifted out of this cloud, the corresponding component of Na I D should have completely dissipated also (unless large compositional variations are invoked), yet we do not observe this. We must therefore conclude that these line variations are not caused by the SN expanding behind a patchy ISM as described by Patat et al. (2010) . Transverse motions are also ruled out for the shrinking pEW of the second-most blueshifted K I feature at v ≈ −127 km s −1 because it remains saturated in Na I, indicating that the cloud covers the entire photosphere of the SN as seen from Earth for the duration of our observations. K I Summary -Despite potential telluric contamination and a bumpy continuum in the region of K I, we tentatively conclude that the absorption features at v ≈ −144 and v ≈ −127 km s −1 show continuous, monotonic evolution. We find this observation difficult to attribute to an observational artifact, but also problematic to interpret as a physical phenomenon. We rule out transverse motions and collisional ionization, but find that a scenario in which the material is at a "sweet spot," sufficiently near the SN to experience preferential photoionization of K over Na, is a somewhat contrived yet physically plausible explanation. Unfortunately, our data do not contain any lines that would help in this respect, such as resolved Ca I, Ca II, or K II. Finally, we note that there have been no other reported observations of this phenomenon: neither Foley et al. (2014) nor Ritchey et al. (2014) describe evolution in the K I 7665 complex (but our spectra have higher resolution and cover a broader range of phases).
Calcium
In Figure 6 we show the median-combined, continuumnormalized spectra at the Ca II H (3968.5Å) and K (3933.7Å) lines. We fit these lines with Gaussian profiles, the results of which are presented in Table 3 . We find that the equivalent widths are 1.31 ± 0.25Å for Ca II H, and 1.84 ± 0.43Å for Ca II K. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of the APF in the region of Ca II H&K is low, and we must stack the spectra to make any kind of robust measure of their equivalent width. This prohibits us from looking for evolution in the calcium features that might indicate CSM interaction, as was seen for PTF 11kx (Dilday et al. 2012 ). Merrill et al. (1934) first identified interstellar spectral absorption lines that, unlike the narrow lines of Na I D and Ca II H&K, were broad and had nonsharp edges. The sources of these lines remain unidentified, and they are commonly referred to as diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs). In the past, the established relation between the EW of the Na I D absorption feature and A V has typically been used to estimate the extinction of a SN Ia. However, Phillips et al. (2013) find that 25% of SNe Ia have stronger Na I D than expected from their extinction (A V ), and they show that the EW of the DIB at 5780Å is more correlated with SN Ia dust extinction: log EW 5780 = 2.283 + log A V .
Diffuse Interstellar Bands
This relation has "a 50% error in A V if the 5780Å feature is used to estimate the dust extinction for any single object" (Equation 6 of Phillips et al. 2013) , and is particularly useful as an independent estimate of A V in cases where the Na I D line is saturated. In Figure 7 we show the continuum-normalized, median-combined spectra of the five DIBs that we detect in the spectrum of SN 2014J. As with the calcium lines, we have fit the median spectrum with a Gaussian function, and the fit parameters are listed in Table 3 . We find that EW λ5780 = 0.34 ± 0.02Å (Table 3) . Through Equation 1, this implies A host V = 1.8±0.9 mag. This agrees well with the value determined by Foley et al. (2014) , but disagrees with the values presented by Goobar et al. (2014) of EW λ5780 = 0.48 ± 0.01Å and A host V = 2.5 ± 1.3 mag. Recently, a time series of high-resolution spectra of SN Ic-BL 2012ap revealed exceptionally strong DIBs that evolved over 30 days, suggesting that the DIB carriers have a high ionization potential, that their emission is sensitive to the SN radiation, and that they may be cations or charged fullerenes . To look for evolution in the DIBs, in Figure 8 we plot the EW as a function of time, and find it consistent with no evolution in the DIBs. This agrees with Figure 4 of Foley et al. (2014) , who show the EW of DIBs at 5780 and 5797Å for phases −10 to +40 days and find no change.
CONCLUSIONS
We present a time series of spectra with the highest resolution yet for SN Ia 2014J. We find multiple absorbing components of Na I D and K I, as well as absorption by Ca II H&K and several DIBs. For Na I and K I, we see that most of these components are blueshifted with velocities up to −150 km s −1 relative to the recession velocity of M82, which is consistent with the location of SN 2014J on the approaching side of the disk. Surprisingly, we find that the two most blueshifted absorption features of K I weaken/dissipate during our spectral time series, but the corresponding velocity components of Na I D do not. We find that collisional ionization and transverse motion are less likely to be the cause of the variation in K I, and instead show that photoionization by NUV light from SN 2014J is a plausible explanation if the material is ∼ 10 19 cm from the SN. The fact that only the most blueshifted features exhibit evolution is consistent with a physical model in which CSM is released by the SN Ia progenitor system during the late stages of its evolution. The most recently released material would have the highest velocity (not yet decelerated by the ISM), and be closest to the progenitor and more likely to experience photoionization. However, our distance estimates are slightly too large to confirm that the material exhibiting the evolving K I is truly circumstellar in nature.
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